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Abstract: Given the changing climate, understanding the recent variability in large-scale rainfall
patterns is a crucial task in order to better understand the underlying hydrological processes that
occur within a watershed. This study aims to investigate how rainfall events in western Japan have
changed due to climate change and how these changes have affected runoff–turbidity dynamics
during the rainy season. To address the research objectives, we analyzed two decades of precipitation
records in the Gōno River watershed and examined the associated runoff–turbidity dynamics during
floods using turbidity–discharge (T-Q) loops, quantified using an enhanced hysteresis index. Our
findings revealed a kind of intense rainfall event occurring every 3 to 4 years. Additionally, spatial
pentad analysis showed varying intensities of accumulated precipitation, indicating that extreme
rainfall is not confined to a specific spatial zone. Regarding turbidity–discharge behavior, we found
that clockwise hysteresis patterns were caused by sediment sources from near-channel areas, while
anticlockwise patterns were caused by soil erosion from nearby areas. Another notable finding was
that turbidity peaks during floods may represent the earlier (or later) arrival of turbid water from
distant upstream sources due to intense precipitation. One of the key challenges in quantifying
hysteresis patterns is that there is no agreed-upon definition for how to determine the start and end
of a flood event. This can lead to bias in the quantification of these patterns.
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1. Introduction

Heavy precipitation, induced by climate change, stands as one of the most concerning
environmental issues of the current time. The recently witnessed events of precipitations
are described as having new and complex patterns and can trigger devastating natural
events like mudflows, landslides, and floods, wreaking havoc on communities and their
livelihoods [1–3]. The scientific literature reveal that extreme precipitation events are
becoming increasingly severe across the globe [1,4,5]. East Asia, in particular, has borne the
brunt of this trend, experiencing a pronounced rise in rainfall, leading to large-scale floods
with intricate and unpredictable patterns [6–8]. Looking ahead, hydrological projections
for East Asia reveal an unsettling reality; river flows are projected to increase dramatically
by the turn of the century, driven by the relentless rise in precipitation [9,10].

Similar to its neighbors, Japan experiences the “Baiu”, a seasonal monsoon phe-
nomenon fueled by the collision of warm, humid air with a stationary front. This event,
also known as “Mei-yu” in China and “Changma” in Korea, brings heavy rainfall which is
vital for the region [11,12]. However, recent years have witnessed an alarming trend: these
rains are becoming increasingly torrential, triggering devastating mudflows and landslides.
Therefore, investigating the variability of these events is crucial in understanding the es-
calating flood risks and ensuring the safety of communities. By unlocking the secrets of
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the “Baiu”, we can develop more effective mitigation strategies and safeguard East Asia’s
future in the face of a changing climate.

In addition, soil erosion caused by heavy seasonal rains leads to an alarming rise in
sedimentation, posing a serious threat to water quality and marine life in western Japan [13].
The mudflows and landslides triggered by these downpours are one of the major challenges
that is currently faced in the western region of Japan [14–16].

In the literature, it has been revealed that many empirical and physical models can
be used to compute soil erosion and estimate catchment sediment yield [17–22]. However,
readers should be cautioned that model results are not always guaranteed, since models
entail frequent calibration [13,23]. Furthermore, models demand data obtained at sparse
spatiotemporal scales which are difficult to maintain. Accordingly, direct stream monitoring
represents another effective tool offering a comprehensive knowledge of drainage basin
processes. In this regard, one of the most straightforward approaches to acquire information
about underlying geomorphic processes happening within and over a basin scale is to
examine the behavior of suspended sediment concentration (SSC) in accordance with river
discharge (Q). Furthermore, the interpretation of suspended sediment concentration and
river discharge (SSC–Q)-generated loops (i.e., SSC–Q hysteresis) offers a great opportunity
to disclose the reasons—related to the source of soil erosion and some related dynamics—
behind these relations and to interpret the hidden geomorphic processes occurring at
watershed scales [24,25].

Nonetheless, continuous measurements of SSC cannot be performed easily, particularly
during life-threatening weather and flood conditions. Instead, the continuous measurement
of stream turbidity (T) is widely conducted and accepted as an alternative approach to
measuring SSC, since turbidity can be considered as a proxy for estimating the SSC in rivers
and streams by calibrating the empirical relationships between the measured SSC and
turbidity [26,27]. Numerous studies have investigated the characteristics and dynamics
of turbidity–rainfall and turbidity–discharge (T-Q) dynamics and proved the applicability
of using turbidity records as an alternative to SSC sampling [28–31]. Investigating the
hysteretic behavior of SSC–Q using turbidity as a proxy for SSC can be viewed practically
from two sides: first, turbidity measuring is cheaper compared to performing sediment
sampling at a river site followed by laboratory-based analytical protocols; second, turbidity
measurements can be carried out continuously and, hence, the lag time between the peak
of SSC (alternatively, the peak of turbidity) versus the peak of the corresponding river
discharge can be detected more precisely. Moreover, the temporal association between SSC
and Q can be sensed accurately.

Nevertheless, the interpretation of sediment–discharge (alternatively turbidity–discharge)
loops and sediment–rainfall (alternatively turbidity–rainfall) loops remains a captivating
challenge, influenced by two key factors [32]. The first factor revolves around the lag time
between peak turbidity and peak discharge, shaping the direction and form (clockwise or
anticlockwise) of the generated loop. This lag time sheds light on the timing and source of
sediment movement within the basin, whereas the second factor focuses on quantifying
the hysteretic shape itself, which holds clues to various underlying phenomena [33].

The purpose of this study is to examine the variability of rainfall events in Japan over
the last two decades and investigate the dynamics of runoff–turbidity. This study aims
to answer the following research questions: (1) How have rainfall patterns changed in
western Japan over the last two decades, given that this region is frequently affected by
heavy precipitation? (2) What are the primary relationships between runoff and turbidity?

The contributions of this study are significant in several ways. Firstly, it examines
the variation of extreme precipitation patterns using pentad analysis over the last two
decades, which adds value to the existing literature. Secondly, it employs one of the current
important hysteresis indices that is used to quantify the sediment–discharge relationship.
Lastly, the study aims to improve this index to be more informative and promising from
our perspectives.
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2. Study Area and Records
2.1. Study Area

This study focuses on the upstream region of the Gōno River, located in Miyoshi
City, Hiroshima, Japan (Figure 1). As depicted in Figure 1a, the Gōno River originates
from the mountainous terrain of Kitahiroshima City, Hiroshima Prefecture. After flowing
northeastward, it joins its three tributaries—Kannose, Saijō, and Basen—at the center of
Miyoshi City. From there, it continues in a northward direction, crossing the border into
Shimane Prefecture before taking a westward turn and pouring into the Sea of Japan.
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The river at the studied site is classified as a mountain stream. A shallow gravel
bed defines its course, stretching for 194 km and draining a catchment area of 3900 km2.
The Köppen climate classification categorizes the river’s watershed as Cfa, signifying
a humid subtropical climate. Forest dominates the landscape, covering around 92% of
the watershed according to the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport (MLIT).
Agriculture occupies 7%, while residential areas make up a mere 1%. The geological
makeup reveals a predominance of rhyolite in the main catchment, while granite intrusions
characterize the mountainous regions. Quercus serrata forests blanket a significant portion
of the mountains, while oak forests grace the middle and lower reaches. Additionally,
bamboo forests have been strategically planted along the riverbanks in the middle and
lower reaches, serving as a non-structural measure for flood protection [7,34].

Basically, during the East Asian monsoon season, massive amounts of precipitation
downpour from early June to late July, followed by heavy floods, which can be triggered
by tropical cyclones from September to November.

Figure 1a presents the river watershed and the constructed rainfall gauging stations
over the river catchment. Alternatively, Figure 1b presents the study area that was chosen
to monitor the turbidity and runoff dynamics. The selection of this site was inspired by the
following motives: first, the strategic position of this section, with it being located at the
downstream part which receives direct contributions from the Saijo and Basen rivers (i.e.,
the primary tributaries of the Gōno River); second, the presence of the Ozekiyama Station,
which contains considerable records of the river discharge and turbidity compared to the
other stations along the stream channel.

2.2. Hydrological Records

In this study, rainfall data from the established gauging stations over the entire studied
catchment (Figure 1a) were obtained to investigate the spatiotemporal variation of the
rainfall during the study period. On the other hand, water turbidity records (T) from
Ozekiyama Station were collected to be analyzed with the river discharge (Q) records that
were obtained from the same station (i.e., Ozekiyama Station).

Table 1 presents an illustration of the data used in this study. As can be seen, the
complied data contain long-term records of rainfall and discharge; nonetheless, the turbidity
records released by the online database were available only from 2007 to 2010. Alternatively,
our laboratory conducted two measurement campaigns for turbidity at Ozekiyama station,
aiming to observe the dynamics of turbidity and discharge during the rainy seasons. The
first one was carried out from 2015/06/01 to 2015/07/31, whereas the second one was
performed from 2016/06/01 to 2016/07/31. For the data provided by the MLIT observatory
stations, it should be noted that, if a station exhibited a long period of data discontinuity,
the station records were excluded from further analysis; however, if the missing period was
very short (a few hours of missing data), linear interpolation was performed.

Table 1. Summary of the acquired records used in this study.

Dataset Station Name(s) Available Period Dataset Source

Hourly rainfall
(mm/h)

Shijihara, Ōasa, Kurome, Kōbo, Hiwa,
Saijō, Tsuna, Tōhara, Nishino,

Kamiryōke, Honji, Midori, Otsuki,
Izuha, Itaki, Kamiyasuda, Sōryō,

Haizuka, Haji, Shōbara, Funo, Kisa,
Takamiya, Yoshida, Ida, Asuna,

Miyoshi, Otsu, Kawamoto, Gōtsu

2002~2020 MLIT observatory station

Hourly discharge
(m3/s) Ozekiyama 2002~2020 MLIT observatory station
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Table 1. Cont.

Dataset Station Name(s) Available Period Dataset Source

Hourly turbidity
(FTU)

Ozekiyama
2007, 2008, and 2010 MLIT observatory station,

2015/06~2015/07 and
2016/06~2016/07 Hiroshima University

3. Methods
3.1. Pentad Precipitation Analysis

In order to investigate the inter and intra-annual variation of the massive rainfall
events over the entire basin, we employed a pentad analysis. In other words, this approach
involves dividing annual rainfall data into pentads. Pentad analysis refers to the study
and analysis of rainfall data over a period of five consecutive days, known as a pentad.
This time scale is often used in regions with distinct wet and dry seasons, or where rainfall
patterns exhibit significant variability within a month [35]. The analysis begins at each
individual rain gauge station, where annual rainfall data are aggregated into pentads. This
initial step provides a localized perspective on rainfall patterns within the watershed. The
second step is to average the corresponding pentad values across all stations. This step
allows us to generate a composite picture of rainfall intensity, revealing the overall rainfall
patterns across the entire region. Finally, we translate these numerical data into a visual
representation by plotting the averaged pentad values. This plot serves as a powerful tool,
clearly illustrating the inter and intra-annual variations of heavy rainfall events.

On the other hand, to investigate the spatiotemporal variation in the heavy rainfall
records over the studied watershed, rain observatory stations over the entire catchment
were aggregated into six main groups according to their positions from the outlet of
the basin headwaters. In the same manner, at each rain station, annual rainfall data
were grouped into pentads; then, the mean pentad value for each group of stations was
computed. Finally, the averaged pentad values for each group per year were presented in
plots to reveal the spatio-temporal variation of heavy rainfall events.

3.2. Rainfall–Runoff Response Analysis

To gain a holistic understanding of the rainfall–runoff processes in comparison to the
turbidity behavior during flood events, a statistical analysis using the rainfall input as a
forcing factor on suspended sediment dynamics and river discharge was performed. That
is to say, the hourly antecedent precipitation index (APIh) was computed as an indexing
measure of the moisture content stored within the watershed prior to a storm event and
then compared with the turbidity records to find the lag times between the peak of APIh
versus turbidity (T). In other words, this analysis process provides crucial insights into the
time it takes for accumulated precipitation to translate into increased sediment transport
within the river system. The APIh can be calculated according to the following equation:

APIh = kPh−1 + Ph (1)

where k is an empirical decay constant specific to the watershed (typically ranging from 0.85
to 0.98), which was set to 0.9 for the current study. Ph denotes the hourly precipitation value.

In addition, the river flow records (Q) were compared with the turbidity records to
find the lag times between the discharge and turbidity.

3.3. Quantification of Discharge Turbidity Hysteresis Patterns

To understand how turbidity responded rapidly to the changing river flow during a
flood, we plotted the association between turbidity and the measured flow (T-Q) and ana-
lyzed the generated hysteresis loop for clues about sediment sources. Examining hysteresis
patterns is important for elucidating the dynamic turbidity response to streamflow and
moisture storage changes during flood events.
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In this study, several flood events were examined. Each studied event was selected
on the basis that its first peak comes after 24 consecutive hours of baseflow; if no other
peak was observed within the next 24 h, then the event was defined as a single peak event.
However, if another peak was observed within the next 24 h from the first peak, it was
categorized as a double peak event. Similarly, if another peak was observed within the next
24 hours from the second peak, it was described as a triple peak event.

To quantify the generated hysteresis loops, we adopted the hysteresis index (HI),
introduced by [32], which was estimated for (T-Q) loops. The computation of the hysteresis
index can be summarized as follows (Figure 2a). First, for each studied event, the hourly
records of stream turbidity and discharge were normalized as follows:

Tn(i) =
Ti − Tmin

Tmax − Tmin
(2)

Qn(i) =
Qi − Qmin

Qmax − Qmin
(3)

where Tmax and Qmax are the maximum values of the turbidity and discharge during a
specific event, respectively. Similarly, Tmin and Qmin refer to the minimum values of the
turbidity and discharge during the same event, respectively. In addition, Tn (i) and Qn (i)
denote the normalized values of the turbidity and discharge at a time i, respectively. After
normalizing the events, each hysteresis loop was then divided into the rising and falling
of the hydrograph by drawing a straight line (SL) starting from the Qmax and ending at
the last normalized turbidity reading. After that, we found and measured the maximum
rectangular distance Drise from the rising limb curve to SL. In the same manner, we found
and measured the maximum rectangular distance Dfall from the falling limb curve to
SL. Finally, the hysteresis index can be computed using Equation (4). Hysteresis index
computation, according to this method, is outlined in Figure 2a.

HI = Drise + D f all (4)
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In addition to the index estimated by Equation (4), we refined the hysteresis index by
adjusting the aforementioned method. That is to say, we repeated the same steps described
previously with one key modification which lies in the estimation of the Drise and Dfall.
To illustrate, Drise and Dfall in the aforementioned approach were computed using the
maximum rectangular distance from SL to the rising and falling limb curves, respectively.
In this modified approach, Drise was estimated by finding the projection of each point of
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the rising limb on SL and then taking the mean distances of all projected lines. In the same
manner, Dfall was computed by finding the projection of each point of the falling limb on SL
and then taking the mean distances of the projected lines (Figure 2b). Finally, the hysteresis
index was found using Equation (4). The key importance of this modification lies in offering
a better evaluation and assessment of the generated shape rather than considering only the
extreme values (i.e., maximum) of the distances to the rising and falling limbs.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Pentad Precipitation Plots

The annual and intra-annual variation in the rainfall records over the entire watershed,
as determined using the pentad precipitation analysis, are revealed in Figure 3a. Apparently,
an insignificant amount of accumulated precipitation can be noticed during winters, i.e.,
pentads No. 72 and 73 and No. 1–16. On the other hand, substantial periods of rainy
pentads can be clearly observed during summers (pentads No. 35–53), followed by autumn
seasons (pentads No. 54–71), respectively. In general, during summers, most of the massive
rainfall events were concentrated within pentads No. 35–42; the average accumulated
precipitation per pentad can be estimated as 34.5 mm/pentad. In general, massive rainfall
events take place during the Baiu front, which becomes stationary over most of Japan
as a result of the dynamical balance between the cold northern pressure system and the
warm Pacific pressure system. The collision of these two pressure systems enhances the
atmospheric instability over the Japanese islands [36].

Importantly, it can be noticed in Figure 3a that two pentads marked the highest values
of accumulated precipitation during the studied period: in 2018 and 2010, with 323 and
280 mm/pentad, respectively. Alternatively, the remaining years of the study scored a
maximum pentad value roughly equal to 140 mm/pentad, suggesting that the precipitation
events that occurred in 2010 and 2018 showed an increasing value that can be estimated
as approximately ~200%. In 2010, an extremely moist air flowed from the south toward a
stagnant seasonal rain front near the Japan mainland, and the front became more active,
causing heavy rains from western to eastern Japan from July 10th to 16th. In 2018, however,
the heavy rains induced by the synchronization of the Baiu front with the Typhoon No. 7
from July 3rd to July 8th caused tremendous damage to the areas in western Japan [15].
These rainy events are projected to increase more in the future, leading to an increment in
river flow [7,10].

Among the years of the study, it can be realized that 2002 can be classified as the
year with the least amount of precipitation (Figure 3a), followed by 2008, 2012, and 2015,
respectively.

Figure 3b offers a detailed picture of the spatiotemporal variations of the precipitations
over the studied period. First, it can be seen that the Gōno River is characterized by a flashy
rainfall system, with massive rainfall events mainly concentrated between pentads No. 32-
50 and with fluctuated complex (unsimilar) patterns over the studied period. Apparently,
the annual events of 2006, 2010, 2013, 2018, and 2020 depicted the highest rainfall intensities,
and exhibited a kind of periodicity of 3~4 years. Remarkably, the estimated pentads for each
group of stations exhibited various intensities of accumulated precipitation, suggesting
that there is no specific spatial feature of extreme rainfall, and massive precipitation may
happen at different spatial scales.
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4.2. Storage–Turbidity and Flow–Turbidity Events

The relationship between the rainfall and runoff is nonlinear; thus, to comprehen-
sively understand the underlying hydrodynamics that occur within a basin, investigating
several related variables is essential to disclosing these features. Several flood events were
investigated in this study and plotted in Figure 4. As previously mentioned in Section 3.3,
these were categorized into (i) single peak events, (ii) double peak events, and (iii) triple
peak events. Investigating these events according to the aforementioned category is vital,
as flood peaks vary and have no specific peak pattern during heavy rainfall events. It is
vital to mention that the annual mean flowrate in the investigated region (i.e., Ozekiyama
Station) was estimated as 70 m3/s [14]; therefore, all selected studied events were greater
than the annual mean flowrate.

As can be seen in Figure 4, the river flow peaks during the studied events ranged
between 180 and 1100 m3/s. Turbidity peaks, on the other hand, ranged between 18 and
290 FTU. In addition to the river flow, the turbidity records were also compared to the API
index to offer an image of the connection between the turbidity and the moisture stored
within a catchment during the occurrence of floods.

Generally, the lag time between the API peak and the river flow peak was approxi-
mately ~6.5 h. Furthermore, the lag time between the API peak and the turbidity peak was
approximately ~6 h. Certainly, it can be noticed in Table 2 that the lag time between the
peak of turbidity and the peak of API, as well as the lag time between the peak of flow
and the peak of API varied considerably. This can be justified by the fact that the API
was estimated using the average rainfall records from the rain-gauging stations located
upstream of the observation site (i.e., Ozekiyama station); hence, the lag time varied due to
the spatial variation of the precipitation.

More impressive still, a striking behavior in turbidity, such as “bursts” or “local peaks”,
can be detected in some events, as indicated by arrows in Figure 4d,h,j,n,r. These local
peaks are more often found in the rising period of a turbidity event and can be linked to
the earliest peak of the API records, as indicated by arrows in Figure 4. These local peaks
may represent an earlier (or later) arrival of turbid waters from nearby distant sources
at an upstream section as a result of intense precipitation. In this regard, Lawler et al.
(2006) investigated the turbidity hydrodynamics during spring storm events in an urban
headwater river system in the UK and reported comparable behavior.
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Table 2. Statistics and characteristics of the studied flood events over the study period.

Event Code Event Peak
Order

APIMax TMax QMax
TMax–

APIMax*

QMax–
APIMax**

QMax–
TMax***

Drise Dfall HI Drise Dfall HI

T-Q (Basic Index) T-Q (Modified Index)

E01 2007/06/21~2007/06/26
1st peak 06/22/12:00 06/22/17:00 06/22/17:00 5 5 0 0.14 0.09 0.23 0.1 0.04 0.15

2nd peak 06/24/07:00 06/24/11:00 06/24/13:30 4 6.5 2.5 0.53 0.12 0.65 0.22 0.05 0.27

E02 2007/07/01~2007/07/06

1st peak 07/02/06:00 07/02/13:00 07/02/14:00 7 8 1 0.38 0.02 0.39 0.28 0.01 0.29

2nd peak 07/02/23:00 07/03/07:00 07/03/09:00 8 10 2 0.24 0.3 0.53 0.12 0.11 0.23

3rd peak 07/04/13:00 07/04/18:00 07/04/20:00 5 7 2 0.14 0.24 0.38 0.08 0.12 0.2

E03 2007/07/20~2007/07/23 Single 07/20/17:00 07/20/21:00 07/20/21:00 4 4 0 0.38 0.06 0.44 0.16 0.01 0.18

E04 2008/06/26~2008/06/30 Single 06/29/11:00 06/29/19:00 06/29/19:00 8 8 0 0.25 0.11 0.36 0.16 0.06 0.21

E05 2010/07/02~2010/07/07 Single 07/03/14:00 07/03/19:00 07/03/23:00 5 9 4 0.441 0.19 0.6 0.2 0.11 0.31

E06 2015/06/25~2015/06/30 Single 06/26/12:00 06/26/18:00 06/26/19:00 6 7 1 0.45 −0.24 0.21 0.31 0.04 0.35

E07 2015/06/30~2015/07/05 Single 07/01/06:00 07/01/11:00 07/01/12:00 5 6 1 0.1 0.08 0.39 0.18 0.03 0.21

E08 2015/07/09~2015/07/13 Single 07/09/18:00 07/10/02:00 07/10/00:00 8 6 −2 0.31 0.38 0.69 0.02 0.14 0.16

E09 2015/07/08~2015/07/13
1st peak 07/10/18:00 07/11/00:00 07/10/22:00 6 4 −2 0.03 0.82 0.86 0.02 0.15 0.17

2nd peak 06/09/06:00 06/09/10:00 06/09/12:00 4 6 2 0.36 0.14 0.5 0.15 0.07 0.22

E10 2016/06/08~2016/06/13 Single 06/12/22:00 06/13/07:00 06/13/05:00 9 7 −2 −0.15 0.2 0.06 −0.07 0.1 0.03

E11 2016/06/22~2016/06/27

1st peak 06/23/03:00 06/23/06:00 06/23/06:00 3 3 0 0.15 0.24 0.38 0.1 0.12 0.22

2nd peak 06/24/11:00 06/24/19:00 06/24/16:00 8 5 −3 −0.2 0.66 0.46 −0.09 0.39 0.3

3rd peak 06/24/23:00 06/25/04:00 06/25/04:00 5 5 0 −0.17 0.27 0.09 0.03 −0.14 −0.1

TMax–APIMax*: The difference in time between the peak of turbidity and the peak of the APIh, QMax–APIMax**: The difference in time between the peak of discharge and the peak of the
API, TMax–QMax***: The difference in time between the peak of turbidity and the peak of the discharge.
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Importantly, it can be seen in Figure 4 that the peak of turbidity and the peak of
discharge happen asynchronously. Accordingly, investigating the relationship between
discharge and turbidity discloses the hysteretic patterns embedded between these two
variables, hence reflecting the changes in the river channel scouring and deposition during
the studied flood events.
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In this study, information on the lag time between the peak of the turbidity and river
flow during all flood events varied notably, as can be seen in Table 2 and Figure 5. That
is to say, in some events, the turbidity peak preceded the flow peak, forming a positive
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clockwise hysteresis (i.e., periods indicated by + sign in Table 2, column No. 8), while
other events showed a negative anticlockwise hysteresis when the flow peak arrived earlier
than the turbidity peak (i.e., periods indicated by − sign in Table 2, column No. 8). In
this work, some of the studied events showed that the turbidity peak arrived before or
just with the discharge peak, which means a clockwise hysteresis pattern that could be
explained by sediment sources from near channel areas [37,38]. The observed anticlockwise
patterns could be justified by two main reasons: (i) flood waves traveling quicker than the
average flow velocity or sediment waves flowing slower than the discharge wave and (ii)
soil erodibility from the nearby areas.
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The results of the hysteresis index computed for each event are given in Table 2.
Obviously, the HI results evaluated by means of the modified index showed a reduction
compared to the HI results computed using the basic index. In this regard, it should be
mentioned that the basic idea behind the development of various hysteresis indices was to
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provide a tool to quantify the magnitude and direction of the formed hysteresis shape based
on its size or “fatness” [39,40]. The index devised by the authors of [32] is straightforward;
moreover, the normalization process of the considered dependents (i.e., T-Q) enables direct
comparisons of HI values among different events. However, it should be stated that the
presence of the sub-measures of the hysteresis index within the rising and falling limb (i.e.,
Drise and Dfall) has two sides. On the one hand, it enhances the interpretation ability of the
index. On the other hand, the main limitation is that the HI value is a function of the two
extreme values, i.e., the maximum rising point and the maximum falling point, which may
lead to bias in the case of abnormal sediment (turbidity) measurement. As a result, taking
the average value of all observed Drise and Dfall would be more reasonable in the estimation
process. Furthermore, Figure 6 presents the extent of correlation between the estimated HI
and the lag time. It should be acknowledged that no specific correlation can be visually
detected between the HI and the lag time; the Pearson correlation, however, estimated
using the modified index (~0.39), was greater than that estimated using the basic index
(~0.14). The main challenge in this context is that there is no accepted definition of how to
determine the start and the end of a flood event and, thus, the accurate estimation of Drise
and Dfall may lead to a bias in the computation process. Although it seems that the modified
HI seems to be promising, the basic limitation of this modification resides in the burden
of estimating several Drise and Dfall in the case of a large number of discharge–turbidity
measurements, as can be seen in Figure 2b. In the case of this study, we performed our
computations by developing a humble coding script. However, complex events must be
evaluated carefully.
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out the need for explicit classification [41]. Nonetheless, these indices, although conven-
ient, can mask key differences between events with the same HI value. Therefore, addi-
tional metrics like loop area or direction are crucial to retaining the information lost dur-
ing data compression, ensuring a more accurate understanding of event sediment 
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Identifying different types of hysteretic SSC-Q patterns through pattern classification
is crucial for accurately understanding sediment dynamics. Past studies performed either a
qualitative and/or quantitative assessment, i.e., using hysteresis indices [41]. For example,
several indices have been proposed to objectively classify hysteretic loop patterns and
behaviors [32,39,40,42]. Some of these metrics aimed to summarize the entire SSC-Q
relationship into a single value, allowing for the easier inference of sediment dynamics
without the need for explicit classification [41]. Nonetheless, these indices, although
convenient, can mask key differences between events with the same HI value. Therefore,
additional metrics like loop area or direction are crucial to retaining the information lost
during data compression, ensuring a more accurate understanding of event sediment
dynamics [42,43]. In this regard, it should be stressed that the choice of hysteresis index
will depend on the specific goals of the study and the characteristics of the data, such as
(i) comparing the degree of hysteresis between different rivers or events or (ii) identifying
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factors that influence hysteresis, such as sediment availability, channel morphology, and
flow regime.

In general, a higher HI value indicates a greater degree of hysteresis, which can be
caused by a variety of factors, such as limited sediment availability, changes in flow velocity,
or bank erosion. Thus, investigating the hidden relations of discharge–sediment hysteresis
is still required for understanding how rivers transport sediment and for managing river
systems; additionally, it can help in predicting how changes in land use or climate will
affect sediment transport in rivers.

5. Conclusions

Recent years have witnessed an alarming increase in the frequency and intensity of
massive rainfall events across western Japan. Understanding the underlying hydrological
processes triggered by these immense downpours is crucial for mitigating their impact and
ensuring the sustainable future of the region. Accordingly, our study set out to achieve
two key objectives. First, an examination of the changeability in the rainfall events in
western Japan. In this regard, we employed a pentad analysis to examine the variability
of precipitation patterns within the Gōno River basin and to investigate potential shifts
and trends in rainfall intensity and frequency. Meanwhile, the second objective was to
investigate the complex interaction between runoff and turbidity. In this case, we explored
the dynamic relationship between river discharge and turbidity by utilizing an improved
hysteresis index to quantify the observed patterns.

The findings showed that the annual events of 2006, 2010, 2013, 2018, and 2020 scored
the highest rainfall intensities, and revealed a kind of periodicity of 3~4 years. Moreover,
spatial pentads analysis presented several intensities of accumulated precipitation, sug-
gesting that massive precipitation may happen at different spatial scales. Regarding the
turbidity–discharge patterns, clockwise and anticlockwise hysteresis patterns were found.
Interestingly, a distinct behavior of turbidity during floods, such as “bursts” or “local
peaks”, was detected and may represent an earlier (or later) arrival of turbid waters from
nearby distant sources at an upstream section as a result of an intense precipitation. One of
the basic challenges in the quantification of hysteresis loops is that there is no universally
accepted definition of how to determine the start and the end of a flood event, which may
lead to bias in the quantification of these patterns.
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